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Abstract—Scalable and decentralized algorithms for Coopera-
tive Self-localization (CS) of agents, and Multi-Target Tracking
(MTT) are important in many applications. In this work, we ad-
dress the problem of Simultaneous Cooperative Self-localization
and Multi-Target Tracking (SCS-MTT) under target data asso-
ciation uncertainty, i.e., the associations between measurements
and target tracks are unknown. Existing CS and tracking algo-
rithms either make the assumption of no data association uncer-
tainty or employ a hard-decision rule for measurement-to-target
associations. We propose a novel decentralized SCS-MTT method
for an unknown and time-varying number of targets under
association uncertainty. Marginal posterior densities for agents
and targets are obtained by an efficient belief propagation (BP)
based scheme while data association is handled by marginalizing
over all target-to-measurement association probabilities. Decen-
tralized single Gaussian and Gaussian mixture implementations
are provided based on average consensus schemes, which require
communication only with one-hop neighbors. An additional nov-
elty is a decentralized Gibbs mechanism for efficient evaluation
of the product of Gaussian mixtures. Numerical experiments
show the improved CS and MTT performance compared to
the conventional approach of separate localization and target
tracking.
I. INTRODUCTION
NETWORKS consisting of mobile interconnected agentswith different sensing capabilities are commonly found
in surveillance [1], target tracking [2], intelligent transportation
systems [3], [4], environmental monitoring [5] and robotics
[6] applications. In GPS-denied environments and for agents
with limited power, cooperative self-localization (CS) schemes
that rely on inter-agent measurements become necessary. The
objective of multi-target tracking (MTT) is the estimation of
the trajectories of an unknown and time-varying number of
targets. At any time instant, the sensors of an agent produce
two kinds of measurements: inter-agent measurements - by
observing other agents in proximity, and target measurements
- by observing the targets that are within the measurement
range of the agent. Due to the collaborative nature of CS, the
inter-agent measurements are unambiguous, i.e., the identity
of the neighboring agent is known for each inter-agent mea-
surement. On the other hand, targets are non-cooperative and
the measurement-to-target associations are not known. Clutter
and missed detections also affect the target measurement set.
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In [7], CS is achieved via the SPAWN (Sum-Product Al-
gorithm over a Wireless Network) method which relies on
Belief Propagation (BP) [8], [9] for an efficient evaluation
of marginal agent posterior densities. The factorization of
a joint posterior density is leveraged by BP to efficiently
compute marginals. Techniques that address MTT under as-
sociation uncertainty can be classified as hard (finding the
most likely association map) [10], [11] and soft or marginal-
based (computing the target state marginal distribution over all
measurement-to-target associations) [12]. MTT with multiple
static agents is addressed in [13], [14], [15], [16] and [17].
In [18], an iterative BP message-passing method is pro-
posed for simultaneous cooperative self-localization and target
tracking. That is, the target measurements are used for CS
in addition to the inter-agent measurements. State inference
for both the agents and targets benefits from the exchange of
probabilistic information between the CS and tracking tasks.
However, the number of targets is assumed fixed and known
in [18]. In addition, perfect association between measure-
ments and targets is assumed known at each agent. These
two assumptions are relaxed in [16], which employs the BP
message passing approach of [19], [20] to compute marginal
measurement-to-target association probabilities followed by
marginal target densities. However, the algorithm is centralized
and without sensor self-localization. For a general overview
of BP-based methods for MTT, we refer the reader to [21].
Methods in both [18] and [16] rely on particle representations
of agent and target probability densities and the BP messages.
Particle filters (PF) [22] are methods for sequential estimation
of the state vector in highly non-linear and/or non-Gaussian
state systems. However, the computational and communication
requirements of PF-based methods can be quite high.
A simultaneous CS-MTT (SCS-MTT) method for intelligent
transportation systems was proposed in [23], where a MAP
rule is employed to select the measurement-to-target associ-
ations with the highest marginal probabilities. Additionally,
a decentralized single Gaussian implementation is given. In
[24], a centralized BP method for agent localization is pro-
posed, which only uses target measurements. The number of
targets is assumed known. This is extended in [25], where
the number of targets is unknown. The agents can exchange
their location information as well as the target measurements
to assist each other. A BP-based method for CS is proposed
in [26] where association uncertainty is considered for the
inter-agent measurements. BP-based methods for SCS-MTT
under measurement and/or dynamic model uncertainties were
proposed in [27] and [28]. In [29], we proposed a centralized
2PF implementation of a SCS-MTT filter for an unknown
and time-varying number of targets and in the presence of
association uncertainty for target measurements.
A. Our Contributions
We propose an efficient, decentralized BP message passing
based algorithm for simultaneous cooperative self-localization
(of mobile agents) and multi-target tracking (SCS-MTT), un-
der measurement-to-target association uncertainty, extending
the work in [16] and [18]. As in [16], the data association
problem is solved using an iterative BP-based approach [19].
Unlike [25], target measurements are not shared across agents.
The factor graph of the joint posterior over agent and
target states has cycles and several message orderings are
possible. The novelty of our contribution also lies in the
ordering of messages that ensures a reduced amount of data
exchange over the network. Additional novelties are our de-
centralized Gaussian-based (DG) and decentralized Gaussian-
Mixture based (DGM) implementations of the algorithm in
DG-SCS-MTT and DGM-SCS-MTT filters respectively. The
filters achieve network-wide consensus over the target beliefs,
i.e., over the means, covariance matrices and component
weights of the Gaussian Mixture (GM). For most kinematic
tracking applications, the communication loads of DG-SCS-
MTT and DGM-SCS-MTT are significantly smaller than the
PF implementations.
Computing the target belief by marginalizing over all the
possible associations leads to a GM even when the target prior
is a Gaussian density. Hence, the DG-SCS-MTT filter employs
a moment matching approach to approximate the resulting
GM target belief with a single Gaussian. In case of GMs, the
decentralized computation of target beliefs involves a product
of GM likelihood messages (stored at different agents) and a
GM prior. The number of components in the complete GM
product is exponential in the number of agents. Thus, we
propose a novel decentralized Gibbs mechanism, extending
the centralized Gibbs approach proposed in [30], to sample
only the components of the GM product with the highest
weights, and thus approximate the entire product. In parallel,
the agents sample local Gaussian components followed by
a synchronization step where a consensus is reached among
the agents regarding the parameters of the resulting product
component. Our numerical results show that the performance
of the decentralized algorithm that employs these techniques is
similar to its centralized counterpart. Numerical experiments
exhibit improved performance of both DG-SCS-MTT and
DGM-SCS-MTT filters when compared to a separate SPAWN
[7] (for localization) and MTT [16] approach.
The paper is organized as follows. The system model and
notation is discussed in Section II, followed by the proposed
SCS-MTT filter in Section III. The decentralized Gaussian-
mixture and single Gaussian implementations are given in
Sections IV and V respectively. We present the simulation
results in Section VI, followed by conclusion in Section VII.
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND NOTATION
The notations, assumptions, and the resulting system model
are presented in the following sections. The system model is
essentially a combination of the system models in [16], [18].
Therefore, a lot of notation is also borrowed from [16], [18].
A. Notation
1) Agent and target states: For a, b ∈ N, we denote with
[a : b] the set of positive integers {a, a+1, · · · , b}. We denote
the set of agents by A , [1 : S], and the set of Potential
Targets (PTs) by T , [1 : K], where K is the maximum
possible number of PTs present. The state of agent s at time
n is denoted by yn,s ∈ Rda .
PT k ∈ T is described at time n, by state xn,k ∈ Rdt along-
side a binary variable, rn,k, that indicates its existence at time
n (rn,k = 1 for presence, 0 for absence). The time-varying
number of targets is accounted for via the variables {rn,k}
while target existence can be inferred from the probability
of existence Pr(rn,k = 1). We further define the joint state
vector of all the PTs at time n, xn ,
[
xTn,1, · · · ,xTn,K
]T
, and
the across-time vector, x ,
[
xT0 , · · · ,xTn
]T
. In an analogous
manner, we introduce the joint vectors at time n, rn and yn,
and across-time vectors r and y. Let x˜n,k = [x
T
n,k, rn,k]
T
be the augmented state vector for PT k at time n. We also
define x˜n = [x
T
n , r
T
n ]
T and x˜ = [xT , rT ]T . In addition, we
introduce the notation
∫
(·)dx˜n,k ,
∑
rn,k∈{0,1}
∫
(·)dxn,k . If
f(x˜n,k) ≡ f(xn,k, rn,k) is the augmented state probability
density for PT k, then the probability of existence at time n
is P en,k , Pr(rn,k = 1) =
∫
f(xn,k, 1)dxn,k.
2) Inter-agent Measurements: For agent s, let An,s ⊆ A
denote the set of its neighboring agents, i.e., agents that
are within its inter-agent measurement range, at time n.
Let ws,ℓ;n ∈ Rdw be the measurement that agent s makes
with respect to the neighboring agent ℓ ∈ An,s, at time
n. The inter-agent measurement likelihood is denoted as
f(ws,ℓ;n|ys,n,yℓ,n). The stacked vector of the inter-agent
measurements at agent s at time n is denoted by ws;n. Let
wn ,
[
wT1;n, · · · ,wTS;n
]T
and w ,
[
wT1 , · · · ,wTn
]T
.
3) Target Measurements: Agent s observes a subset Tn,s ⊂
T of PTs that are within its target-measurement range. We
also define the set of agents observing PT k at time n
as An,k = {s ∈ A : k ∈ Tn,s}. Since targets are non-
cooperative, the collection of target measurements suffers
from missed detections, clutter and association uncertainty.
Let M sn be the number of target measurements gathered by
agent s at time n. Let zsn , [(z
s
n,1)
T , · · · , (zsn,Msn)T ]T be
an arbitrarily ordered collection of these measurements, with
zsn,m ∈ Rdz ∀ m ∈ Mn,s , [1 : M sn]. Furthermore, let
zn , [(z
1
n)
T , · · · , (zSn)T ]T , z , [(z1)T , · · · , (zn)T ]T , mn ,
[M1n · · ·M sn]T and m , [mT1 , · · · ,mTn ]T . The likelihood of
measurement zsn,m made by agent s, if it corresponds to PT
k is f(zsn,m|yn,s,xn,k). A PT xn,k is detected by agent s
with probability P sD(xn,k). Finally, z
s
n also contains clutter
measurements, independently sampled from a Poisson point
process. The rate of clutter points is λsn and their probability
distribution is fFAn,s (z), for measurement z.
B. Assumptions
Our assumptions in this work stem from [16], [18] and are
provided in the following:
3rn−1,k rn,k f (xn,k, rn,k|xn−1,k, rn−1,k)
0 1 PBn,kfb (xn,k)
0 0
(
1− PBn,k
)
fD (xn,k)
1 0
(
1− PSn,k
)
fD (xn,k)
1 1 PSn,k(xn,k)f (xn,k|xn−1,k)
Table I: State transition kernels for different values of target existence
indicators. The function fD(·) is a dummy pdf [16].
(A1) Agent and target states are a priori independent and
evolve independently in time according to Markov processes.
(A2) The communication graph Gn that spans the
decentralized network of agents is connected at all times and
the communication links between the agents are bidirectional.
(A3) Given the current agent states yn and augmented
target states x˜n, the measurements wn and zn are
conditionally independent of past (w1:n−1, z1:n−1)
and future (wn+1:∞, zn+1:∞) measurements, i.e.,
f(wn, zn|w1:n−1, z1:n−1,wn+1:∞, zn+1:∞,yn, x˜n) =
f(wn, zn|yn, x˜n).
(A4) Current agent and target states yn, x˜n, are
conditionally independent of all the past measurements
w0:n−1, z0:n−1 given the previous states yn−1 and x˜n−1.
(A5) Given yn, the inter-agent measurements ws,ℓ;n and
ws′,ℓ′;n are conditionally independent if (s, ℓ) 6= (s′, ℓ′).
(A6) Given yn and x˜n, the target and agent measurements
zn and wn are conditionally independent and furthermore
f(wn, zn|yn, x˜n) = f(wn|yn)f(zn|yn, x˜n).
(A7) At any time n, an existing target can generate at most
one measurement at any agent, and any target measurement at
an agent is generated by at most one existing target [2], [31].
The detection process is independent for different targets and
across different agents.
(A8) Target measurements zn suffer from origin
uncertainty, i.e., the associations between the individual
measurements of zn and the PT x˜n are unknown. Some
measurements are due to clutter and some PTs are not
detected.
(A9) Inter-agent measurements do not suffer from origin
uncertainty. Agent s knows that measurementws,ℓ;n originates
from agent ℓ ∈ An,s and the inter-agent measurement links
are bidirectional, i.e., ℓ ∈ An,s ⇔ s ∈ An,ℓ for s, ℓ ∈ S.
(A10) Each agent knows its own prior and dynamic model
and the priors and dynamic models of all PTs. All agents
have synchronized internal clocks.
The SPAWN approach [7] addresses the problem of self-
localization without MTT. In [18], a perfect knowledge of
the target-to-measurement associations is assumed. Also, the
number of targets is known and time-invariant. In [16], these
assumptions are removed, but the agents have perfect knowl-
edge of their positions, i.e., fixed sensors case. In this work,
we extend [18] by relaxing the assumption of known origins
of target measurements, and accommodate an unknown, time-
varying number of targets as in [16].
C. System Model
Under assumption (A1), we denote the agent transition den-
sities with f (yn,s|yn−1,s) ∀ s. For PT k, the transition kernel
f(x˜n,k|x˜n−1,k) ≡ f(xn,k, rn,k|xn−1,k, rn−1,k) accounts for
target birth, death and evolution (in case of survival) as listed
in Table I. The dynamic kernel is a function of the indicator
variable rn,k. Here, P
B
n,k is the birth probability, fb (xn,k)
is the birth pdf, PSn,k(·) is the survival probability, and
f (xn,k|xn−1,k) is the state transition pdf. Under assumption
(A1), the joint pdf of [yT ,xT , rT ]T given by
f(y, x, r︸︷︷︸
x˜
) =
∏S
s=1
f (y0,s)
∏n
n′=1
f (yn′,s|yn′−1,s)
×
∏K
k=1
f (x˜0,k)
∏n
n′=1
f (x˜n′,k|x˜n′−1,k) . (1)
To solve the data association problem of assumption (A8),
i.e., finding the associations between measurements and PTs,
we use the redundant formulation of association variables
proposed in [19]. Target oriented association variables define
the PT-measurement associations at sensor s at time n:
asn,k ,
{
m ∈ Mn,s PT k generated zsn,m at time n,
0 PT k is not detected at time n.
(2)
The measurement-oriented association variables are
bsn,m ,
{
k ∈ K PT k generated zsn,m at time n,
0 zsn,m is a clutter measurement.
(3)
Further, we define stacked vectors of association variables:
asn , [a
s
n,1, · · · , asn,K ]T , an , [(a1n)T , · · · , (aSn)T ]T , a ,
[aT1 , · · · , aTn ]T , and bsn , [bsn,1, · · · , bsn,Msn ]T ,bn ,
[(b1n)
T , · · · , (bSn)T ]T ,b , [bT1 , · · · ,bTn ]T . Note that asn and
bsn are redundant, meaning one can be derived from the other.
We define the indicator function Ψ(asn,k, b
s
n,m)
Ψ
(
asn,k, b
s
n,m
)
,


0 if asn,k = m and b
s
n,m 6= k
or asn,k 6= m and bsn,m = k
1 otherwise
(4)
where {Ψ(asn,k, bsn,m)}k,m collectively enforce the association
variables asn and b
s
n to be consistent [19]. Under the assump-
tions (A3-A9), the joint measurement likelihood becomes
f (z,w|y, x˜, a,m) = f (w|y) f (z|y, x˜, a,m) = (5)∏
n′
∏
s
f
(
zsn′
∣∣yn′,s, x˜n′ , asn′ ,M sn′)∏
ℓ∈An′,s
f
(
ws,ℓ;n′
∣∣yn′,s,yn′,ℓ) .
Since under assumption (A7) each measurement is caused by
a target or clutter, the target measurement likelihood further
factorizes as
f(zsn|yn,s, x˜n, asn,M sn) = (6)∏
m:bsn,m=0
fFAn,s
(
zsn,m
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
clutter measurements
×
∏
m:bsn,m=k
and rn,k=1
f
(
zsn,m
∣∣xn,k,yn,s)︸ ︷︷ ︸
Measurements from existing targets
which we can rewrite as follows
f(zsn|yn,s, x˜n, asn,M sn) ∝
∏
k∈K
gk(x˜n,k,yn,s, a
s
n,k; z
s
n) (7)
4where the normalization factor depends only on fFAn,s (·), hence
only on the measurements zsn. For m ∈ Msn
gk
(
xn,k, rn,k = 1,yn,s, a
s
n,k = m; z
s
n
)
=
f
(
zsn,m|xn,k,yn,s
)
fFAn,s
(
zsn,m
)
(8)
while gk(xn,k, rn,k = 1,yn,s, a
s
n,k = 0; z
s
n) = 1. For absent
targets (rn,k = 0), gk(xn,k, rn,k = 0,yn,s, a
s
n,k = m; z
s
n) =
1, ∀ m = 0, . . . ,M sn.
The association variables a, b and the number of measure-
ments m are assumed conditionally independent across time
and across agents, given the states of agents and targets. Thus,
the joint distribution of association variables and the number
of measurements, factorizes as
p(a,b,m|y, x˜) =
n∏
n′=1
S∏
s=1
p(asn′ , b
s
n′ ,M
s
n′ |yn′,s, x˜n′) (9)
∝
n∏
n′=1
S∏
s=1
K∏
k=1
hk(x˜n′,k, a
s
n′,k,yn′,s)
Ms
n′∏
m=1
Ψ
(
asn′,k, b
s
n′,m
)
where the normalization constant depends only on the clutter
rate λsn and the number of measurements m [32]. The term
hk(·) is defined as
hk(xn,k, 1, a
s
n,k,yn,s) =
{
P sD(xn,k)
λsn
, if asn,k ∈ Msn
1− P sD (xn,k) , if asn,k = 0
(10)
and hk(xn,k, rn,k = 0, a
s
n,k,yn,s) = 1(a
s
n,k) where 1(a) = 1
if a = 0 and 1(a) = 0 otherwise. Ψ(·, ·) is defined in (4).
III. THE SCS-MTT FILTER
We perform agent and target state inference using the
marginal posterior densities. These are obtained from the joint
posterior density using the following factorization, which is
derived by extending analogous results in [16] and [18].
Lemma III.1. The joint posterior density of all the agent and
PT states, given inter-agent and target measurements, up to
time n, admits the factorization
f(y, x˜, a,b|z,w) ∝
[
K∏
k=1
f (x˜0,k)
n∏
n′=1
f (x˜n′,k|x˜n′−1,k)
]
S∏
s=1
{
f (y0,s)
n∏
n′=1
[
f
(
yn′,s|yn′−1,s
) ( ∏
ℓ∈An′,s
f
(
ws,ℓ;n′ |yn′,s,yn′,ℓ
))
K∏
k=1
(
vsk(x˜n′,k, a
s
n′,k,yn′,s; z
s
n′)
Ms
n′∏
m=1
Ψ
(
asn′,k, b
s
n′,m
))]}
(11)
where, vsk(x˜n′,k, a
s
n′,k,yn′,s; z
s
n′)
,


P sD(xn′,k)f(z
s
n′,m
|xn′,k,yn′,s)
λs
n′
fFA
n′,s
(
zs
n′,m
) ,
if asn′,k = m 6= 0
and rn′,k = 1
1− P sD(xn′,k), if asn′,k = 0, rn′,k = 1
1, if asn′,k = 0, rn′,k = 0
0, otherwise.
Proof. Note that the number of target measurements M sn
becomes fixed when conditioning on zsn. Applying Bayes’ rule
f (y,x, r, a,b|z,w) = f (y,x, r, a,b,m|z,w) (12)
∝ f (y,x, r)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(i)
· p (a,b,m|y,x, r)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(ii)
· f (z,w|y,x, r, a,b,m)︸ ︷︷ ︸
(iii)
where (i) represents the joint distribution (1) of the agent
and target states up to time n; (ii) represents the data
association and detection of the targets given the agent and
augmented target states (9)-(10); and (iii) represents the
joint measurement likelihood, given the states of all the
agents and targets, and their data association relationships
(5)-(8). Substituting the expressions for (i) − (iii) into (12),
and defining v(x˜n,k, a
s
n,k,yn,s; z
s
n) , hk(x˜n,k, a
s
n,k,yn,s) ×
gk(x˜n,k, a
s
n,k,yn,s; z
s
n), we obtain (11).
The marginals associated with (11) can be efficiently com-
puted via BP algorithms that exploit the structure embedded
in its factorization. The factor graph corresponding to (11) for
a fixed time step n is shown in Figure 1. This factor graph
represents a combination of the factor graph containing the
agent and target states from [18, Figure 2] and the factor graph
corresponding to target measurement uncertainty of [16].
A. The SCS-MTT filter: the BP message passing scheme
In this section, we describe our proposed message passing
algorithm for inferring the marginal densities of targets b(x˜n,k)
and agents b(yn,s) at time n corresponding to the joint density
of (11). For an introduction to BP, the reader is directed to [9].
Since the factor graph of Figure 1 has cycles, multiple message
ordering schemes exist. Similar to [16], we assume that: (i)
messages are not sent backward in time, and (ii) marginal
association probabilities are evaluated via BP at each agent.
At each beginning of time step n, using the agent belief
b(yn−1,s) from the previous time step, agent s computes the
prediction message φ→n(yn,s) given by
φ→n(yn,s) =
∫
f(yn,s|yn−1,s)b(yn−1,s)dyn−1,s. (13)
Additionally, each agent also computes locally, the predicted
messages α→n(xn,k, rn,k) for all PTs k ∈ T , using the target
state beliefs at the previous time step b˜(x˜n−1,k)
α→n(x˜n,k) =
∫
f(x˜n,k|x˜n−1,k)b(x˜n−1,k) dx˜n−1,k (14)
where the transition density f(x˜n,k|x˜n−1,k) (Table I) incorpo-
rates target birth and death in addition to its kinematic model.
Note that (13)-(14) correspond to the Chapman–Kolmogorov
equations in the prediction step of the recursive Bayesian filters
and incorporate the agent and target dynamic models.
Before the start of the message passing scheme, the agent
beliefs at the current time-step b(yn,s) are initialized with the
predicted beliefs φ→n(yn,s), ∀ s ∈ S. Synchronously and in
parallel, the agents run the iterative message passing scheme,
referred to as the outer BP loop in Algorithm 1. Each agent s
executes the loop P times. Subsequently, we present the BP
outer-loop messages in the order in which they are evaluated
in Algorithm 1 while also indicating the corresponding nodes
and messages in the factor graph of Figure 1.
5Figure 1: Factor graph representing the factorization of (11), for one time step. The factor nodes are shown as rectangles, while the
variable nodes are shown as ovals. Time index n has been omitted from notations and messages passed between nodes are represented
as annotations on each link. Following are the factor nodes: for PT k, fk , f(x˜n,k|x˜n−1,k); for agent s, gs , f(yn,s|yn−1,s), vk ,
v(xn,k, rn,k, a
s
n,k,yn,s; z
s
n); for agent s measuring another agent ℓ, fs,ℓ , f(ws,ℓ;n|yn,s,yn,ℓ), Ψk,m , Ψ(a
s
n,k, b
s
n,m). The numbered
circles 1− 6 in the block corresponding to sensor s demonstrate the order in which messages are computed. The beliefs broadcast by the
agents at the beginning of each outer loop are shown by arrows bs and bℓ coming out of agent state nodes ys and yℓ respectively.
At the beginning of an outer loop, each agent broadcasts
its belief b(yn,s) to its neighboring agents ℓ ∈ An,s (see the
arrows coming out of ys,yℓ in Figure 1). The time subscript
will be dropped for the rest of this section since all subsequent
messages only involve variables at time n. We shall use the
term “target” generically, and “PT” when referring to a specific
potential target k. We present the expressions of different BP
messages involving agent s.
The current beliefs b(yℓ) of neighboring agents ℓ ∈ An,s
are broadcast, and received at agent s. Next, agent s computes
the likelihood messages Φℓ→s (line 6, Algorithm 1) using
Φℓ→s(ys) =
∫
f(ws,ℓ|ys,yℓ)b(yℓ)dyℓ. (15)
By marginalizing over the state of agent ℓ, the message Φℓ→s
represents the likelihood of agent s for the measurement
ws,ℓ taken by agent s with respect to agent ℓ. This is
followed by locally computing the single-target association
weights βsk(a
s
k = m) between the local measurements z
s
n (at
agent s) and the target set K. For all the PTs k ∈ K and
m ∈ {0, · · · ,M s}, these weights βsk(ask = m) (line 9 in
Algorithm 1 and 1 in Figure 1) are given as
βsk(a
s
k = m) =
∫
vsk(x˜k, a
s
k,ys; z
s)δsk(x˜k)θ
s
k(ys)dx˜kdys =

∫
P s
D
(xk)f(z
s
m|ys,xk)δ
s
k
(xk , 1)θ
s
k
(ys)dysdxk
λsfFAs (z
s
m)
if m 6= 0
1− ∫P sD(xk)δsk(xk, 1)dxk, if m = 0 (16)
for k ∈ Ts, and βsk(m) = 0 for k /∈ Ts and ∀ m. At the first
iteration of the outer BP-loop, we initialize the messages as
δsk(x˜k) = α→n(x˜k) and θ
s
k(ys) = φ→n(ys). In other words,
the association weights in the first outer loop iteration are
estimated by marginalizing with respect to the predicted agent
and target densities.
Next, these weights {βsk(m)} are used to evaluate the
messages {ηsk(m)} (line 10 in Algorithm 1 and 2 in Figure
1). This is achieved by a second, inner BP loop which involves
message exchanges between the local association variables
asn and b
s
n of agent s [19]. Similar to other track-oriented
marginal filters such as the JPDAF [12], the SCS-MTT filter
evaluates the single–target association weights βsk followed
by an efficient BP evaluation of the marginal association
probabilities. Additionally in SCS-MTT, the uncertainty in the
position of agent s is accounted for in βsk by marginalizing
over the message θsk.
The ηsk messages are subsequently used to evaluate the
likelihood messages Λsk(ys) (line 11 in Algorithm 1 and 3
in Figure 1), sent from the factor node vsk of each PT k ∈ Ts,
to the agent state node ys.
Λsk(ys) =
∑Ms
m=0
∫
vsk(x˜k,m,ys; z
s
m)η
s
k(m)δ
s
k(x˜k)dx˜k
=
∑Ms
m=1
ηs
k
(m)
λsfFAs (z
s
m)
∫
P sD(xk)δ
s
k(xk, 1)f(z
s
m|xk,ys)dxk
+ ηsk(0) ·
[
1− ∫P sD(xk)δsk(xk, 1)dxk]. (17)
The message Λsk(ys) can be seen as a likelihood function
for the target measurements made by sensor s which also
6Algorithm 1 SCS-MTT outer BP-loop - in parallel ∀ s ∈ S
1: Input: Predicted beliefs φ→n(ys), {α→n(x˜k)}k∈T
2: Initialize: b(ys) ← φ→n(ys), θsk(ys) ← b(ys) and
δsk(x˜k)← α→n(x˜k), ∀ k ∈ Ts
3: for p← 1 to P do (Outer BP iterations)
4: Broadcast b(ys) and receive b(yℓ) ∀ ℓ ∈ As
5: for all ℓ ∈ As do
6: Compute Φℓ→s (ys) via (15)
7: end for
8: for all k ∈ Ts do
9: Compute βsk (a
s
k) via (16)
10: Compute ηsk (a
s
k) as in [19] (Data Association)
11: Compute Λsk(ys) via (17)
12: end for
13: Update agent belief bs(ys) via (18)
14: for all k ∈ Ts do
15: Compute θsk(ys) via (19)
16: end for
17: for all k ∈ T do
18: Compute γsk(xk, rk) via (20) if k ∈ Ts
19: Set γsk(xk, rk) = 1 if k /∈ Ts
20: Network consensus to update b(xk, rk) via (21)
21: Compute δsk(x˜k) via (22) if k ∈ Ts and p 6= P
22: end for
23: end for
24: Return b(ys) and b(x˜k) ∀ k ∈ T .
incorporates the target position uncertainty, via δsk(x˜k), and
association uncertainty, via ηsk(a
s
k). The updated belief for
agent s can now be evaluated in a Bayesian manner, that is, by
multiplying the predicted message α→n(ys) (i.e., prior) with
the inter-agent likelihood messages Φℓ→s ∀ ℓ ∈ As and agent-
to-target likelihood messages Λsk ∀ k ∈ Ts. More specifically
the updated agent belief (line 13 in Algorithm 1) is given as
b(ys) ∝ φ→n(ys)
∏
ℓ∈As
Φℓ→s(ys)
∏
k∈Ts
Λsk(ys) (18)
and normalized as
∫
b(ys)dys = 1 in order to represent
an approximation to the agent posterior probability density.
Note that the product of agent-to-target likelihood messages
Λsk ∀ k ∈ Ts in (18) represents the probabilistic transfer
of information from target tracking to agent localization. In
contrast, for separate localization and MTT algorithms, there
are no agent-to-target likelihood messages Λsk in the agent
belief as probabilistic information is only passed down from
the agents to the targets. Thus, the messages Λsk ∀ k ∈ Ts
lead SCS-MTT methods to improved agent localization as
compared to separate localization and MTT methods.
Next, using the updated agent belief computed in (18), the
message θsk (ys) (line 15 in Algorithm 1 and 4 in Figure 1),
sent from ys to factor node v
s
k, ∀ k ∈ Ts is computed as
θsk(ys) ∝ φ→n(ys)
∏
ℓ∈As
Φℓ→s(ys)
∏
k′∈Ts\{k}
Λsk′(ys) (19)
and normalized, i.e.,
∫
θsk(ys)dys = 1. The message θ
s
k
represents the belief in the localization of agent s without the
benefit of PT k (i.e., θsk(ys) ∝ b(ys)/Λsk(ys)) and is referred
to as the extrinsic information [18] on agent s, seen by PT k.
Next, for each PT k ∈ K, the likelihood message γsk(xk, rk)
(line 18 in Algorithm 1 and 5 in Figure 1) from factor node
vsk to the variable node x˜k is computed as
γsk(xk, rk) =
∑Ms
m=0
∫
vsk(xk, rk,ys; z
s
m)η
s
k(m)θ
s
k(ys)dys
=


∑Ms
m=1
ηsk(m)P
s
D(xk)
λsfFAs (z
s
m)
∫
f(zsm|xk,ys)θsk(ys)dys
+ ηsk(0) (1− P sD(xk)) , for rk = 1
ηsk(0), for rk = 0
(20)
if k ∈ Ts and γsk(xk, rk) = 1 otherwise. The message γsk
represents a likelihood function for PT k with respect to the
measurements made by agent s. It accounts for the uncertainty
in the position of agent s, via θsk, and the uncertainty in the
association of the measurements to PT k, via ηsk(a
s
k). Given
the messages γsk from all the agents s ∈ S, we update the
target beliefs (line 20 in Algorithm 1) in a decentralized way
as
b(xk, rk) ∝ α→n(xk, rk)
∏
s∈S
γsk(xk, rk). (21)
Note that (21) involves network consensus, i.e., agent s
obtains b(x˜k) even if PT k is not observed by agent s. Net-
work consensus is implementation dependent, i.e., it depends
on the representation of the messages as discrete particle
sets or Gaussian mixtures. In Section IV-C and Section V,
we provide algorithms for GM and single Gaussian imple-
mentations. Furthermore, the target belief is normalized as∑
rk∈{0,1}
∫
b(xk, rk)dxk = 1. Note that (21) is reminiscent
of the Bayesian multi-sensor update of a target with prior
density α→n(x˜k) and sensor likelihood functions γ
s
k(x˜k).
Finally, for k ∈ Ts, we compute the δsk(xk, rk) messages
( 6 in Figure 1, sent from x˜k to the factor node v
s
k) as
δsk(xk, rk) ∝ α→n(xk, rk)
∏
s′∈S\{s}
γs
′
k (xk, rk). (22)
The message δsk can be seen as the extrinsic information
on the state of PT k as seen by agent s (δsk(xk, rk) ∝
b(xk, rk)/γ
s
k(xk, rk)). Note that (22) can be efficiently evalu-
ated (or approximated) from the belief b(x˜k), hence avoiding
additional network-consensus processes, as presented in Sec-
tion IV-C and Section V for the case of Gaussian mixture and
single Gaussian implementations. Furthermore, the message
δsk(xk, rk) is only computed if p 6= P . At the end of the
outer iterations, i.e., when p = P , the agent b(ys) and
target b(xk, rk) beliefs represent estimates of their marginal
probability densities for the n-th time step and are used as
inputs for the next time step.
Note the similarities between Algorithm 1 and that of
[18], with the exception that Algorithm 1 also considers
association uncertainty for target measurements which requires
the computation of single-target association weights βsk and the
execution of the inner-BP loop, as done in [16]. The inner-BP
loop, as shown in [19], converges to a unique fixed point.
In contrast, the convergence of the overall message passing
scheme (outer and inner BP loops) is not guaranteed due to
the presence of loops in the factor graph of Figure 1. This can
lead to overconfident beliefs, as also shown in [18], which
in practice are countered by performing the outer-BP loop
7only once per time-step (i.e., P = 1). The proposed message
passing scheme with P = 1 is shown in Section VI and in [18]
to accurately localize agents and targets.
B. Agent and target inference
An MMSE estimate of the state of agent s is obtained
via yˆn,s =
∫
ysb(ys)dys, where b(ys) is the agent marginal
density estimated via Algorithm 1. Based on the estimated
marginal density b(xk, rk), PT k is declared a valid target if
the estimated probability of existence P en,k , Pr(rn,k = 1) =∫
b(xk, 1)dxk is greater than a specified threshold P
e
n,k ≥ τ
(in this work τ = 0.5). Subsequently an MMSE state estimate
is given as xˆn,k =
1
P en,k
∫
xkb(xk, 1)dxk.
IV. DECENTRALIZED GAUSSIAN MIXTURE SCS-MTT
FILTER
In this section, we present the Gaussian Mixture (GM)
implementation of the messages of Section III-A. We de-
note a Gaussian pdf over x ∈ Rd, with mean m and
covariance matrix P as N (x;m,P). A GM density func-
tion
∑J
j=1 w
(j)N (x;m(j),P(j)) is compactly denoted as
GM
(
x; {(w(j),m(j),P(j))}Jj=1
)
. Except for likelihood mes-
sages, GM messages are normalized
∑J
j=1 w
(j) = 1 for agents
while for targets
∑J
j=1 w
(j) ≤ 1. Throughout this section, we
employ the following GM assumptions:
G1 The agent dynamic model is Gaussian with transition
kernel f(yn,s|yn−1,s) = N (yn,s;An,syn−1,s,Qn,s).
G2 The target dynamic model (Table I) involves a constant
probability of survival PSn,k(x) = P
S
n,k, a dynamic model
f(xn,k, 1|xn−1,k, 1) = PSn,kN (xn,k;Bn,kxn−1,k,Σn,k).
We also assume a GM birth density fb(xn,k) =
GM(xn,k; {(ωB,(j)n,k ,µB,(j)n,k ,ΩB,(j)n,k )}
JBn,k
j=1 ) with probabil-
ity of birth PBn,k =
∑JBn,k
j=1 ω
B,(j)
n,k .
G3 The inter-agent measurement model of agent s measuring
agent ℓ is linear with Gaussian noise: f(ws,ℓ|ys,yℓ) =
N (ws,ℓ;Dsys + Fℓyℓ,Ws).
G4 The target measurement model of agent s is linear with
Gaussian noise: f(z|ys,xk) = N (z;Gsys+Esxk,Rs),
and a constant probability of detection pDn,s(x) = P
D
n,s.
G5 The initial marginal densities of agents and PTs are
assumed GM.
The constant probability of survival and of detection is a
common requirement in GM implementations of MTT filters
(e.g., [33], [34]). Note that the proposed GM-SCS-MTT filter
can easily accommodate GM dynamic kernels for both agents
(G1) and targets (G2), and GM likelihood functions for both
inter-agent (G3) and target (G4) measurements. For compact-
ness, we present the GM expressions for the BP messages
of Algorithm 1 under assumptions G1-G5, which, as we will
show further, lead to the following generic GM expressions,
for the agent and PT beliefs
b(yn,s) =
∑Jn,s
j=1
w(j)n,sN (yn,s;m(j)n,s,P(j)n,s), (23)
b(xn,k, 1) =
∑Jn,k
j=1
ω
(j)
n,kN (xn,k;µ(j)n,k,Ω(j)n,k), (24)
and for the extrinsic information messages
θsn,k(yn,s) =
Jθn,s→k∑
j=1
w
θ,(j)
n,s→kN (yn,s;mθ,(j)n,s→k,Pθ,(j)n,s→k), (25)
δsn,k(xn,k, 1) =
Jδn,k→s∑
j=1
ω
δ,(j)
n,k→sN (xn,k;µδ,(j)n,k→s,Ωδ,(j)n,k→s). (26)
Remark. In practice, as well as in Section VI, the nonlinear
measurement models are often linearized (for example, using
the extended Kalman filter [35, Ch. 2.1]).
Such generic forms for all GM messages are shown in
the flowchart of Figure 2 while detailed expressions for the
GM parameters are presented in the following. The properties
of Gaussian functions [35, Ch. 3.8] and G1-G4 allow the
derivation of closed form GM expressions for the GM-SCS-
MTT messages. In Section IV-A, the GM parameters of the
prediction and likelihood messages are given. The computation
of the GM beliefs (23)-(24) and the extrinsic information
(25)-(26) requires the product of several GM terms. Exact
computation of these is computationally prohibitive and incurs
a high communication cost. Therefore in Section IV-B, we
propose a centralized and efficient algorithm to select high-
weight Gaussian components from the GM product based on
Gibbs sampling [30]. In Section IV-C a decentralized Gibbs
algorithm is proposed for efficiently evaluating the target
beliefs. The special case of this algorithm for a single Gaussian
implementation is discussed in Section V.
A. GM prediction and likelihood messages
1) Agent Prediction Messages: We start with the be-
lief b(yn−1,s) of agent s computed at the previous time
n − 1 and with parameters similar to (23). Assuming G1
and substituting the GM representation of b(yn−1,s) in
(13), we obtain the agent predicted message φ→n(yn,s) =
GM
(
yn,s; {(wφ,(j)→n,s,mφ,(j)→n,s,Pφ,(j)→n,s)}J
φ
→n,s
j=1
)
with Jφ→n,s =
Jn−1,s Gaussian components with parameters given in Ta-
ble IIa. As seen in Figure 2 and discussed in Section III-A,
before the BP iterations begin, the current agent belief b(yn,s)
is initialized with φ→n(yn,s). Also, we initialize θ
s
n,k(ys) with
φ→n(yn,s).
2) Target Prediction Messages: Similarly, assuming a GM
belief such as (24) for PT k at n − 1, under assumption
G2 and from (14) we obtain the predicted GM message
α→n(xn,k, 1) = GM
(
xn,k; {(ωα,(j)→n,k,µα,(j)→n,k,Ωα,(j)→n,k)}
Jα
→n,k
j=1
)
.
The Jα→n,k = Jn−1,k + J
B
n,k Gaussian components of
α→n(xn,k, 1) are the union of surviving and birthed tracks,
{(ωS,(j)→n,k,µS,(j)→n,k,ΩS,(j)→n,k)}j︸ ︷︷ ︸
Jn−1,k surviving components
⋃
{(ωB,(j)→n,k,µB,(j)→n,k,ΩB,(j)→n,k)}j︸ ︷︷ ︸
JBn,k new birthed components
where the component parameters are given in
Table IIa. Similarly, α→n(xn,k, 0) = [1 − PBn,k +
(PBn,k − PSn,k)P en−1,k]fD(xn,k). Also, we initialize
δsn,k(x˜n,k) = α→n(x˜n,k). Henceforth, we drop the time
index n since all the following messages correspond to the
current time instant.
8Previous time pdfs for all agents and PTs:
b(yn−1,s) = GM(yn−1,s; {w(j)n−1,s,m(j)n−1,s,P(j)n−1,s}Jn−1,sj=1 ), ∀ s ∈ A (Pdf’s of all agents from time step n− 1)
b(xn−1,k, 1) = GM(xn−1,k; {ω(j)n−1,k,µ(j)n−1,k,Ω(j)n−1,k}Jn−1,ki=1 ) ∀ k ∈ T (Pdf’s of all PTs from time step n− 1)
Prediction step for GM densities (via Chapman-Kolmogorov equations):
• Agents GM φ→n(yn,s) = GM(yn,s; {wφ,(j)→n,s,mφ,(j)→n,s,Pφ,(j)→n,s}J
φ
→n,s
j=1 ) ∀ s ∈ A (see Section IV-A1),
• PTs GM α→n(xn,k, 1) = GM(xn,k; {ωα,(j)→n,k,µα,(j)→n,k,Ωα,(j)→n,k}
Jα
→n,k
i=1 ) and
α→n(xn,k, 0) = [1− PBn,k + (PBn,k − PSn,k)P en−1,k]fD(xn,k) ∀ k ∈ T (see Section IV-A2).
Outer BP loop: for all agents s in parallel, repeat P times:
• Evaluate Φn,ℓ→s(yn,s) =
∑IΦn,ℓ→s
i=1 u
Φ,(i)
n,ℓ→sN (eΦ,(i)n,ℓ→s;HΦ,(i)n,ℓ→syn,s,CΦ,(i)n,ℓ→s) ∀ ℓ ∈ An,s (see Section IV-A4).
• Compute single-target measurement association weights βsk(·) for all PTs (see (27)).
• Data association (inner BP-loop) for all PTs and obtain ηsk messages as done in [16, Section V.B.2].
• Compute Λsk(yn,s) = u
Λ,(0)
n,k→s +
∑IΛn,k→s
i=1 u
Λ,(i)
n,k→sN (eΛ,(i)n,k→s;HΛ,(i)n,k→syn,s,CΛ,(i)n,k→s) (see (28)) from PTs k ∈ Tn,s.
• Update agent belief b(yn,s) = GM(yn,s; {w(j)n,s,m(j)n,s,P(j)n,s}Jn,sj=1 ) via product of GMs (see Section IV-B).
• Compute θsk(yn,s) = GM(yn,s; {wθ,(j)n,s→k,mθ,(j)n,s→k,Pθ,(j)n,s→k}Jn,s→kj=1 ) (see Section IV-B2).
• Compute γsk(xn,k, 1) = u
γ,(0)
n,s→k +
∑Iγn,s→k
i=1 u
γ,(i)
n,s→kN (eγ,(i)n,s→k;Hγ,(i)n,s→kxn,k,Cγ,(i)n,s→k) and γsk(xn,k, 0) = ηsk(0)
(parameters identifiable from (29)) ∀ PT k ∈ Tn,s.
• Evaluate extrinsic information δsk(xn,k, 1) = GM(xn,k; {ωδ,(i)n,k→s,µδ,(i)n,k→s,Ωδ,(i)n,k→s}
Iδn,k→s
i=1 ) and δ
s
k(·, 0) ∀ k (see
Section IV-C3).
• Broadcast updated agent belief b(yn,s) to neighbouring agents ℓ ∈ An,s and receive b(yn,ℓ) (Note
that before the outer BP-loop, we initialized b(yn,s) = α→n(yn,s) ∀ s ∈ A).
• Evaluate PT beliefs bn,k(xn,k, 1) = GM(xn,k; {ω(j)n,k,µ(j)n,k,Ω(j)n,k}Jn,kj=1 ) and bn,k(·, 0) ∀ k via
decentralized GM product (see Section IV-C1).
Current time agent and PT pdfs
(used as priors for next time):
• Agent b(yn,s) ∀ s ∈ A.
• PT b(xn,k, 1) and b(xn,k, 0) ∀ k ∈ T .
Current MMSE estimates:
• Agents: yˆn,s =
∑Jn,s
j=1 w
(j)
n,sm
(j)
n,s, ∀ s ∈ A.
• PTs: Prob. of existence P en,k , Pr(rn,k = 1) =
∑Jn,k
j=1 ω
(j)
n,k,
for all k ∈ T , and if P en,k ≥ τ then compute the MMSE state
estimate as xˆn,k = [P
e
n,k]
−1
∑Jn,k
j=1 ω
(j)
n,kµ
(j)
n,k.
Figure 2: GM processing flowchart of the DGM-SCS-MTT filter at time n. Decentralized and local computations are colored in red and
blue respectively. The various messages are given in generic GM form while the expressions of their parameters are given in Section IV-A.
3) Single-target association weights: Using the generic
GM representations for θsk (25) and δ
s
k (26), the single-target
association weight βsk(m) in (16), for m ∈ [1 : M sn] becomes
βsk(m)=
∑Jθs→k
j=1
∑Jδk→s
i=1
P s
D
ω
δ,(i)
k→s
w
θ,(j)
s→k
λsfFAs (z
s
m)
N (zsm;m(i,j)s,k ,P(i,j)s,k ),
where
m
(i,j)
s,k = Esµ
δ,(i)
k→s +Gsm
θ,(j)
s→k
P
(i,j)
s,k = Rs +EsΩ
δ,(i)
k→sE
T
s +GsP
θ,(j)
s→kG
T
s .
For m = 0, βsk(0) = 1−P sD
∑Jδk→s
i=1 ω
δ,(i)
k→s. These weights are
then used to compute the messages {ηsk(m)} using the inner
BP loop [19]. The ηsk messages are subsequently used in the
computations of the following likelihood messages.
4) Agent likelihood messages: During an outer-BP loop,
using the generic GM form for the belief of agent ℓ (23) and
under G3, the likelihood message Φℓ→s(ys) in (15) becomes
Φℓ→s(ys) =
∑IΦℓ→s
i=1
u
Φ,(i)
ℓ→s N
(
e
Φ,(i)
ℓ→s ;H
Φ,(i)
ℓ→s ys,C
Φ,(i)
ℓ→s
)
(27)
where IΦℓ→s = Jℓ, the weights u
Φ,(i)
ℓ→s , residuals e
Φ,(i)
ℓ→s , observa-
tion matrices H
Φ,(i)
ℓ→s and covariance matrices C
Φ,(i)
ℓ→s are given
in Table IIb. Similarly, using G4 and the GM expression for
δsk of (26), the message Λ
s
k(ys) in (17) becomes
Λsk(ys) = u
Λ,(0)
k→s + (28)∑Ms
m=1
∑Jδk,s
j=1
u
Λ,(m,j)
k→s N (eΛ,(m,j)k→s ;HΛ,(m,j)k→s ys,CΛ,(m,j)k→s )
with parameters given in Table IIb.
9GM Message Weights Means Covariance Matrices
φ→n(yn,s) w
φ,(j)
→n,s = w
(j)
n−1,s m
φ,(j)
→n,s = An,sm
(j)
n−1,s P
φ,(j)
→n,s = Qn,s +An,sP
(j)
n−1,sA
T
n,s
α→n(xn,k, 1)
ω
S,(j)
→n,k = P
S
n,kω
(j)
n−1,k µ
S,(j)
→n,k = Bn,kµ
(j)
n−1,k Ω
S,(j)
→n,s = Σn,k +Bn,kΩ
(j)
n−1,kB
T
n,k
ω
B,(j)
→n,k = ω
B,(j)
n,k (1− P en−1,k) µB,(j)→n,k = µB,(j)n,k ΩB,(j)→n,k = ΩB,(j)n,k
(a) GM parameters of prediction messages for agents (13) and PTs (14).
Message Weights Residuals Obs. matrix Covariance Matrices
Φℓ→s(ys) u
Φ,(i)
ℓ→s = w
(i)
ℓ e
Φ,(i)
ℓ→s = ws,ℓ − Fℓm(i)ℓ HΦ,(i)ℓ→s = Ds CΦ,(i)ℓ→s =Ws + FℓP(i)ℓ FTℓ
Λsk (ys)
u
Λ,(m,j)
k→s =
ηs
k
(m)P s
D
ω
δ,(j)
k→s
λsfFAs (z
s
m)
u
Λ,(0)
k→s = η
s
k(0)[1− P sD
∑
j ω
δ,(j)
k→s]
e
Λ,(m,j)
k→s = z
s
m −Esµδ,(j)k→s HΛ,(m,j)k→s = Gs C
Λ,(m,j)
k→s = Rs +EsΩ
δ,(j)
k→sE
T
s
(independent of m)
γsk(xk, 1)
u
γ,(m,j)
s→k =
ηs
k
(m)P s
D
w
θ,(j)
s→k
λsfFAs (z
s
m)
u
γ,(0)
s→k = η
s
k(m)[1− P sD]
e
γ,(m,j)
s→k = z
s
m −Gsmθ,(j)s→k Hγ,(m,j)s→k = Es C
γ,(m,j)
s→k = Rs +GsP
θ,(j)
s→kG
T
s
(independent of m)
(b) GM parameters of likelihood messages for agents (15), (17) and PTs (20).
Table II: Gaussian mixture parameters for the message passing scheme of Algorithm 1.
5) Target likelihood messages: From (20) and assuming G4
and the GM form (25) for θsk, the γ
s
k message becomes
γsk(xk, 1) = u
γ,(0)
s→k+ (29)∑Ms
m=1
∑Jθs,k
j=1
u
γ,(m,j)
s→k N (eγ,(m,j)s→k ;Hγ,(m,j)s→k xk,Cγ,(m,j)s→k ),
with parameters given in Table IIb.
In the flowchart of Figure 2, for the GM likelihood messages
Λsk (28) and γ
s
k (29), for compactness, we employ a notation
using a single summation. The correspondence between the
double and single summation parameters for Λsk is given by
any one-to-one mapping from [1 : M s] × [1 : Jδk,s] to [1 :
IΛk→s], where I
Λ
k→s = M
s · Jδk,s An analogous one-to-one
mapping yields the correspondence of parameters for γsk.
B. Agent belief via centralized GM product
The belief (18) of agent s, under the assumptions of the
previous section, is given by the product of locally-available
GM likelihood messages and has the generic form
b(ys) =
∑J→n,s
j=1
w(j)→n,sN
(
ys;m
(j)
→n,s,P
(j)
→n,s
)
(30)
×
∏
l∈Ns
(
u
(0)
l→s +
∑Il→s
il=1
u
(il)
l→sN
(
e
(il)
l→s;H
(il)
l→sys,C
(il)
l→s
))
where Ns = As ∪ Ts is the set of neighboring agents and
the targets observed by agent s at time n. The GM in the
first line represents the predicted message φ→n (18), where
the superscript φ is dropped for clarity. The L , |Ns| GM
likelihood terms in the second line represent the various inter-
agent and target measurement likelihood terms (Φℓ→s and Λ
s
k
respectively). Since both Φ and Λ share the same GM likeli-
hood structure, the superscriptsΦ and Λ are dropped for clarity
and solely the index l identifies each likelihood term as a Φl→s
(if l ∈ As) or a Λsl (if l ∈ Ts) message. The corresponding
parameters for each likelihood term u
(il)
l→s, e
(il)
l→s,H
(il)
l→s,C
(il)
l→s
are defined in Table IIb. As already stated above, we replace
the double superscript (m, j) in parameters of Λsl with the
single superscript (i). Comparing (27) with (28), each Λsl
message has a constant term u
(0)
l→s 6= 0, whereas for Φl→s,
u
(0)
l→s = 0.
For il 6= 0 let
e˜
(il)
l→s ,
[
H
(il)
l→s
]T [
C
(il)
l→s
]−1
e
(il)
l→s,
C˜
(il)
l→s ,
[
H
(il)
l→s
]T [
C
(il)
l→s
]−1
H
(il)
l→s, (31)
c
(il)
l→s , log
(
u
(il)
l→s√
det(2piC
(il)
l→s
)
)
− 1
2
[(
e
(il)
l→s
)T (
C
(il)
l→s
)−1
e
(il)
l→s
]
.
For il = 0, let e˜
(0)
l→s = 0da , C˜
(0)
l→s = 0da×da and
c
(0)
l→s = log(u
(0)
l→s). We also define the L-length vector
i , [i1, · · · , iL], where il ∈ [0 : Il→s], and the product space
IL ,×Ll=1[0 : Il→s]. Furthermore, let
C˜(i) ,
∑L
l=1
C˜
(il)
l→s, e˜
(i) ,
∑L
l=1
e˜
(il)
l→s, c
(i) ,
∑L
l=1
c
(il)
l→s.
(32)
Then by the property of the product of Gaussian
functions [35, Ch. 3.8], the result of (30) is the
GM(ys; {w(j,i)s ,m(j,i)s ,P(j,i)s }j∈[1:J→n,s],i∈IL) where
P(j,i)s =
[(
P(j)→n,s
)−1
+ C˜(i)
]−1
(33)
m(j,i)s = P
(j,i)
s
[(
P(j)→n,s
)−1
m(j)→n,s + e˜
(i)
]
(34)
w(j,i)s = w
(j)
→n,s exp
(
c(i) − 1
2
(
m(j)→n,s
)T(
P(j)→n,s
)−1
m(j)→n,s
)
× exp
(
1
2
(
m(j,i)s
)T (
P(j,i)s
)−1
m(j,i)s
)√
det(P
(j,i)
s )
det(P
(j)
→n,s)
. (35)
Although the computation of (33)-(35) involves parameters
that are locally available at each agent (18), it has compu-
tational complexity O(J→n,s
∏L
l=1 Il→s), i.e., exponential in
the number L of likelihood terms. In the following, we present
a Gibbs-sampling based method that efficiently constructs a
truncated GM approximation of (30) where only the T highest
scoring mixture components are retained.
1) GM product via Gibbs sampling: The Gibbs sampling
approach borrows from the method in [30] which involves
the product of GM probability densities whereas (30) involves
the product of a GM density with L GM likelihood terms.
The Gibbs procedure for the GM product of (30) is given in
Algorithm 2 and referred to as Centralized Gibbs, since all the
required messages are locally available.
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Algorithm 2 Centralized Gibbs GM product for belief b(ys)
1: Input parameters of (30).
2: Sample il ∀ l s.t. Pr(il) ∝ ̺(il) where ̺(0) = u(0)l→s and
for il 6= 0, ̺(il) in (37).
3: Compute c(i) =
∑L
l=1 c
il
l→s, C˜
(i) =
∑L
l=1 C˜
(il)
l→s and
e˜(i) =
∑L
l=1 e˜
(il)
l→s.
4: for l ← 1 to L do
5: Compute c(i¬l) = c(i) − c(il)l→s, C˜(i¬l) = C˜(i) − C˜(il)l→s
and e˜(i¬l) = e˜(i) − e˜(il)l→s.
6: for q ← 0 to Il→s do
7: Let i∗q , [i1, . . . , il−1, q, il+1, . . . , iL].
8: Set c(i∗q) = c(i¬l)+c
(q)
l→s, C˜
(i∗q) = C˜(i¬l)+C˜
(q)
l→s,
and e˜(i∗q) = e˜(i¬l) + e˜
(q)
l→s.
9: for j ← 1 to J→n,s do
10: Compute P
(j,i∗q)
s ,m
(j,i∗q)
s , w
(j,i∗q)
s (33)-(35).
11: end for
12: Compute πl(q|i¬l) ∝
∑J→n,s
j=1 w
(j,i∗q)
s .
13: end for
14: Sample new label q′ ∼ πl(q|i¬l) and set i← i∗q′ ,
15: C˜(i) ← C˜(i∗q′ ), e˜(i) ← e˜(i∗q′ ), c(i) ← c(i∗q′ ).
16: end for
17: Repeat the steps 4-16 for T iterations.
18: Return c(i), C˜(i), and e˜(i) for the distinct samples i ∈ IL.
To address the challenge of the high number
∏L
l=1 Il→s of
components of the likelihood product in (30), we aim to select
component labels i from the product space IL of likelihood
components that lead to Gaussian components (33)-(35) with
high weights w
(j,i)
s . Ideally, this can be achieved by sampling
independently with probability
Pr(i = [i1, . . . , iL]
T ) =
∑J→n,s
j=1
Pr(j, i = [i1, . . . , iL]
T )
∝
∑J→n,s
j=1
w(j,i)s . (36)
According to (36), vectors i that lead to higher weights (35)
are selected with higher probability. However, sampling from
(36) is difficult as it requires the computation of all {w(j,i)s }
which is again O(J→n,s
∏L
l=1 Il→s). The Gibbs sampler
constructs a finite Markov chain with stationary distribution
(36) by iteratively sampling from conditional densities that
are easily constructed. The proposed Gibbs method starts by
sampling an initial label vector i (line 2, Algorithm 2), with
probabilities Pr(il) ∝ ̺(il) where ̺(0) = u(0)l→s and for il 6= 0
̺(il) = u
(il)
l→s
∫
φ→n(ys)N (e(il)l→s;H(il)l→sys,C(il)l→s)dys
= u
(il)
l→s
∑J→n,s
j=1
w(j)→n,s× (37)
N (e(il)l→s;H(il)l→sm(j)→n,s,C(il)l→s +H(il)l→sP(j)→n,s[H(il)l→s]T ).
These initial weights are based on the intuition that if Ns =
{l}, i.e., agent s has only one neighbor, (37) would give the
weight contributed to by the il-th component of the likelihood,
in the resulting GM in (30). This is followed by sequentially
sampling new labels for each of the L likelihood messages
(lines 5-15, Algorithm 2), from the conditional distributions
of (36), i.e.,
πl(il|i¬l) , Pr(il|i¬l) = Pr(i)
Pr(i¬l)
=
∑J→n,s
j=1 Pr(j, i)∑Il→s
q=1
∑J→n,s
j=1 Pr(j, i∗q)
=
∑J→n,s
j=1 w
(j,i)
s
∑Il→s
q=1
∑J→n,s
j=1 w
(j,i∗q)
s
(38)
where i¬l , [i1, . . . , il−1, il+1, . . . , iL]
T and i∗q ,
[i1, . . . , il−1, q, il+1, . . . , iL]
T . Each cycle (lines 5-15) of the
Gibbs sampler involves sampling a new component q ∈ [0 :
Il→s] for each of the likelihood messages l ∈ [1 : L]. Holding
fixed the labels for messages [1 : L] \ {l}, the parameters
(32) are computed by first removing the contribution of the
old label il (line 5) and adding the contribution of each
q ∈ [0 : Il→s] (line 8). Next, the resulting components are
used to update the predicted agent message (line 10) and the
conditional distribution (38) is obtained by marginalizing out
the prediction message labels j ∈ [1 : J→n,s] (line 12). A new
label il is sampled (line 14) and the corresponding parameters
(32) are updated before continuing the Gibbs cycle for the next
likelihood message. The entire sampling procedure is repeated
T times and the parameters (c(i), C˜(i), e˜(i)) corresponding
to all distinct vectors i (i.e., two vectors differ in at least
one entry) are returned. The T highest scoring components
according to c(i) are used to construct the truncated agent
belief via (33)-(35). The convergence of Algorithm 2 and
the uniqueness of the stationary distribution follow from the
regularity of the transition matrix Pi,i′ = π(i|i′) > 0 (as
w
(j,i)
s > 0 ∀ (j, i) from (35)). The convergence rate is
geometrically fast [36, Section 4.3.3], i.e., |[Pn]i,i′ −Pr(i)| ≤
(1 − 2ϑ)n ∀ i, i′ and where ϑ = mini,i′ Pi,i′ is the least
likely 1-step transition probability. All resulting samples are
used since every distinct sample i contributes to an improved
approximation of (30). Hence, no burn-in period is required.
Due to the pre-computations at lines 5-8 in Algorithm 2, the
evaluation of (33)-(35) at lines 9-11 for all l ∈ [1 : L] is
O(J→n,sd
3
a), leading to a time complexity for Algorithm 2 of
O(TJ→n,sd
3
a
∑L
l Il→s).
2) Computation of extrinsic information θsk(·): The θsk
message (19) represents the extrinsic information sent from
agent s to the PT k. If l ∈ Ts in the generic product of
(30), then θsl (ys) ∝ b(ys)/Λsl (ys) appears to be a ratio of
GMs (which is not a GM in general). An alternate procedure
based on (19) is described next. First note from line 5 of
Algorithm 2 that the parameters c(i¬l), C˜(i¬l) and e˜(i¬l)
characterize the product
∏
ℓ 6=l u
(iℓ)
l→sN (e(iℓ)l→s;H(iℓ)l→sys,C(iℓ)l→s)
of likelihood terms identified by the labels i¬l. The resulting
components, after multiplication with the prior φ→n(ys), lead
to an efficient GM approximation of θsk, without requiring a
dedicated separate procedure like Algorithm 2 to compute θsk.
C. Target belief via decentralized GM product
Decentralized SCS-MTT algorithms require a distributed
evaluation of the target beliefs across the entire network. The
computed target belief for a PT k needs to be identical across
all the agents, including the agents that do not observe the
PT k at time n. In this section, we propose an efficient
method based on Gibbs sampling and average consensus for
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GM beliefs. As we shall see, much of the discussion in this
section follows Section IV-B closely, with the difference that
not all the messages are locally available at any single agent.
The belief (21) for a PT k can be expressed as
b(xk, 1) =
∑J→n,k
j=1
ω
(j)
→n,kN (xk;µ(j)→n,k,Ω(j)→n,k)× (39)∏S
s=1
[
u
(0)
s→k +
∑Is→k
is=1
u
(is)
s→kN (e(is)s→k;H(is)s→kxk,C(is)s→k)
]
,
b(xk, 0) = α→n(xk, 0)
∏S
s=1
ηsk(0) (40)
where (39) is analogous to (30) in its generic form. The GM
in the first line represents the predicted message α→n(xk, 1)
in (14). The likelihood terms in the second line represent the
γsk(·, 1) messages. Note that each agent s only has access to
its local message γsk. We use the generic forms of α→n and
γsk(·, 1) from Figure 2. For clarity, the respective superscripts
α, γ are dropped from the parameters. Note that if a target is
not observed by an agent s, i.e., if k /∈ Tn,s, then γsk(xk, 1) =
γsk(xk, 0) = 1 which, for rk = 1, is represented as u
(0)
s→k = 1
with Is→k = 0 and log(η
s
k(0)) = 0. As a consequence of
assumption (A10) from Section II-B, each agent k has access
to its local parameters and the predicted message α→n(xk)
(Section IV-A2), the latter being identical across all agents. For
compactness, ∀ s ∈ A and is 6= 0 we define the parameters
of the local γsk(·, 1) messages as
e˜
(is)
s→k ,
[
H
(is)
s→k
]T [
C
(is)
s→k
]−1
e
(is)
s→k,
C˜
(is)
s→k ,
[
H
(is)
s→k
]T [
C
(is)
s→k
]−1
H
(is)
s→k, (41)
c
(is)
s→k , log
(
u
(is)
s→k√
det(2piC
(is)
s→k
)
)
− 1
2
[(
e
(is)
s→k
)T(
C
(is)
s→k
)−1
e
(is)
s→k
]
.
Furthermore, for is = 0, let e˜
(0)
s→k = 0dt , C˜
(0)
s→k = 0dt×dt
and c
(0)
s→k = log(u
(0)
s→k). Note that (41) is analogous to (31).
In (39), for each likelihood product term denoted by the S-
length vector i = [i1, . . . , iS ] ∈ IS ,×Ss=1[0 : Is→k], the
quantities
Ξ(i) =
S∑
s=1
C˜
(is)
s→k, ξ
(i) =
S∑
s=1
e˜
(is)
s→k, ξ
(i) =
S∑
s=1
c
(is)
s→k (42)
require information from across the network and are referred to
as global information (this is in contrast to Section IV-B where
the analogous quantities (32) are locally available). As a result,
b(xk, 1) is GM(xk; {ω(j,i)k ,µ(j,i)k ,Ω(j,i)k }j∈[1:J→n,k],i∈IS)
with parameters
Ω
(j,i)
k =
[(
Ω
(j)
→n,k
)−1
+Ξ(i)
]−1
(43)
µ
(j,i)
k = Ω
(j,i)
k
[(
Ω
(j)
→n,k
)−1
µ
(j)
→n,k + ξ
(i)
]
(44)
ω
(j,i)
k = ω
(j)
→n,k exp
(
ξ(i) − 1
2
(
µ
(j)
→n,k
)T (
Ω
(j)
→n,k
)−1
µ
(j)
s→k
)
× exp
(
1
2
(
µ
(j,i)
k
)T (
Ω
(j,i)
k
)−1
µ
(j,i)
k
)√
det(Ω
(j,i)
k
)
det(Ω
(j)
→n,k
)
. (45)
Again, (43)-(45) are analogous to (33)-(35) in Section IV-B.
However, directly applying here the sequential Gibbs approach
(Algorithm 2) becomes impractical. This is because the eval-
Sequential Gibbs Hogwild! Gibbs
π1(i
′
1|i2:S)
In parallel:
π1(i
′
1|i¬1), · · · πs(i′s|i¬s), · · · ,
πS(i
′
S |i¬S)
...
πs(i
′
s|i′1:s−1, is+1:S)
...
πS(i
′
S |i′1:S−1)
Table III: Conditional sampling of a new label vector i′ given
previous labels i in synchronous and Hogwild! Gibbs.
uation of the parameters of selected Gaussian components
(indexed by i) in (42) requires the aggregation of param-
eters from across the entire network. This process happens
sequentially for each new label (line 15 of Algorithm 2). In a
decentralized algorithm, this incurs a high communication cost
and latency. Thus, a parallel sampling mechanism is favored,
where agents sample local labels is ∈ [0 : Is→k] in parallel
to form a new label vector i = [i1 . . . , iS ]
T . This is followed
by synchronization, that is, the computation of the parameters
(42) corresponding to i via average consensus.
Such sampling schemes are referred to as partially syn-
chronous Gibbs sampling [37] or Hogwild! Gibbs [38]. In
general, in Hogwild [38] or asynchronous methods, the agents
perform sampling/updating as fast as they can, while periodic
global synchronization is achieved across the network. The dif-
ference between the sequential Gibbs of Algorithm 2 and the
Hogwild! Gibbs employed here is shown in Table III. Starting
from a label vector i, the sequential Gibbs effectively samples
new labels i′ sequentially according to the marginal densities
(38). The Hogwild! Gibbs method samples, in parallel at each
agent s ∈ [1, S], a local label i′s conditioned on the previous
labels i¬s. In contrast to the sequential Gibbs, Hogwild! Gibbs
requires the computation of global parameters only after all the
agents have locally sampled a new index i′s ∀ s.
1) Hogwild! Gibbs for GM product: The proposed Hog-
wild! Gibbs algorithm produces a set of high-weight Gaussian
components. The resulting GM approximates the target belief
(39) and is presented in Algorithm 3, which is executed
synchronously and in parallel at all agents for each PT. The
main steps of Algorithm 3 are detailed in the following:
a) Initialization (line 2). Each agent s samples an initial label
is from the local labels [0 : Is] with probability Pr(is) ∝
̺(is), where ̺(0) = u
(0)
s→k
∑J→n,k
j=1 ω
(j)
→n,k, and for is 6= 0
̺(is) = u
(is)
s→k
∑J→n,k
j=1
ω
(j)
→n,k × (46)
N (e(is)s→k;H(is)s→kµ(j)→n,k,C(is)s→k +H(is)s→kΩ(j)→n,k[H(is)s→k]T ).
In particular, the weight ̺(is) of the is-th likelihood
component from γsk(·, 1), given in (46), is high if it leads to
high-weight Gaussian components after updating the prior
α→n(xk). Note that (46) is analogous to (37).
b) Global parameter evaluation (line 3). Corresponding to
the selected labels i, the global parameters of (42) are
evaluated via average and max consensus [39], [40]. The
weights we use are Metropolis weights [41]. Convergence
is guaranteed as long as the communication graph spanning
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Algorithm 3 Dcent. Gibbs–PT k at agent s (in parallel ∀ s)
1: Input parameters of (39)-(40).
2: Sample is ∈ [0 : Is→k] as described at Section IV-C1-a).
3: Network consensus for Ξ(i), ξ(i) and ξ(i) of (42).
4: for q ← 0 to Is→k do
5: Set i∗q ← [i1, · · · , is−1, q, is+1, · · · , iS ].
6: Compute Ξ(i∗q) = Ξ(i) − (C(is)s→k)−1 + (C(q)s→k)−1,
ξ(i∗q) = ξ(i)− e˜(is)s→k+ e˜(q)s→k , c(i∗q) = ξ(i)−c(is)s→k+c(q)s→k.
7: for j ← 1 to J→n,k do
8: Compute ω
(j,i∗q)
k , µ
(j,i∗q)
k , Ω
(j,i∗q)
k as in (43)-(45).
9: end for
10: end for
11: Set πs(q|i¬s) ∝
∑J→n,k
j=1 ω
(j,i∗q)
k , sample is ∼ πs(q|i¬s).
12: Repeat the steps 3-11 for T iterations.
13: Network consensus for log(b0) ,
∑S
s=1 log(η
s
k(0)).
14: Return {(w(j,i)k ,µ(j,i)k ,Ω(j,i)k )} ∀ distinct (S +1)-tuples
(j, i) and b0 to provide a GM approximation for b(xk, rk).
the agents is connected [40]. In practice, we stop after a
sufficiently large number Q of consensus iterations. An
additional max-consensus is carried out to ensure identical
values for all agents. The consensus is reached across the
entire network, even for agents s that do not observe the
target k, i.e, for which k /∈ Tn,s. Note that this is a
decentralized implementation of the analogous step (line
3) in Algorithm (2).
c) Computing local Gaussian components (lines 4-10). Given
the globally computed parameters of the product indexed
by i (42), each agent s constructs the Gaussian indexed
by (j, i∗q), with parameters given by (43)-(45). This is
achieved by first replacing the is-th component of γ
s
k(·, 1)
with the q-th component of γsk(·, 1). This is done locally,
since the previous label is and the parameters of all the
q ∈ [0 : Is→k] components of γsk(·, 1) are available locally.
d) Computing conditional probabilities and sample (line 11).
The weights of the Gaussian components indexed by
(j, i∗q), ω
(j,i∗q)
k , are employed to compute the conditional
density πs(q|i¬s) ∝
∑J→n,k
j=1 ω
(j,i∗q)
k from which a new
local label is sampled is ∼ πs(q|i¬s). This follows from
(36) and is analogous to line 12 in Algorithm 2.
e) Repeat for T iterations the steps b)-d) and return the
Gaussian components with distinct labels (j, i) for b(·, 1).
An additional network consensus (line 13) is required for
the non-existence case rk = 0 of (40), where the scalar
value log(b0) ,
∑S
s=1 log(η
s
k(0)) is evaluated.
f) Normalization of PT belief (not shown in Algorithm
3) is necessary in order to obtain an approximate pdf
for PT k. The pdf of PT k is given as fk(xk, 1) =
1
N
∑
(j,i) ω
(j,i)
k N (xk;µ(j,i)k ,Ω(j,i)k ) and fk(xk, 0) =
b0
N
αk(xk, 0) where N = b0
[
1−∑J→n,kj=1 ω(j)→n,k] +∑
(j,i) ω
(j,i)
k is the normalization constant.
During the consensus step in line 3 of Algorithm 3, it is
assumed that agent s learns the labels il for all l ∈ A \ {s}.
This can be achieved by diffusing the scalars il throughout
the network and which involves only a mild increase in
communication load as compared to the average consensus
communication requirements. Note however that only the
values taken by the global parameters Ξ(i), ξ(i), ξ(i) are
necessary for the computation of local Gaussian components,
the conditional probabilities and the ensuing sampling. The
label values are only necessary for returning the distinct
Gaussian components, i.e., for district (S + 1)-tuples (j, i).
An alternative decentralized algorithm that avoids the diffusion
of the label values is is possible by modifying Algorithm 3
to return only the Gaussian components with distinct weights
ω
(j,i)
k , as these form a subset of the set of Gaussian compo-
nents returned by Algorithm 3.
2) Complexity and Convergence: The time complexity of
Algorithm 3 is O(TJ→n,kIs→kd
3
t ). Assuming Q average
consensus iterations and denoting with DG the diameter of
the communication graph, the communication load of the
consensus step of Algorithm 3 is (Q+DG)[T (d
2
t+dt+1)+1]
real values and also incurs a latency of (Q + DG)(T + 1)
communication slots. Note that the Gibbs method of Algo-
rithm 3 does not represent a Markov chain as the agents
sample in parallel and not sequentially as in Algorithm 2. The
existence of a stationary distribution as well as the convergence
of the samples drawn with Algorithm 3 to such a stationary
distribution is not guaranteed outside of special cases [38].
Nonetheless, Hogwild! Gibbs methods have been successfully
employed in latent Dirichlet Allocation [42]. In Section VI,
we numerically show the performance of the SCS-MTT filter
with Algorithm 3 to be close to that of the centralized filter,
where a fusion center has access to all the measurements, and
carries out all the computations.
3) Computation of the GM extrinsic information δsk(·): The
computation of the δsk messages in (22) requires again the
product of several GM likelihood terms available at different
agents in the network. Note that since both bk(xk, 1) (obtained
via Algorithm 3) and γsk(xk, 1) are available as GMs at
agent s, a GM approximation for the extrinsic information
δsk can be constructed in the following manner. First note
from line 6 of Algorithm 3, that the parameters Ξ(i) −
(C
(is)
s→k)
−1, ξ(i)− e˜(is)s→k and ξ(i)−c(is)s→k characterize the prod-
uct
∏
ℓ 6=s u
(iℓ)
ℓ→kN (e(iℓ)ℓ→k;H(iℓ)ℓ→kxk,C(iℓ)ℓ→k) for a label vector i.
Thus, at each iteration of Algorithm 3, we can construct the
following Gaussian components {(ωδ,(j)k→s,µδ,(j)k→s,Ωδ,(j)k→s)}Jk→sj=1
of δsk(xk, 1) (with the same notations as in Figure 2) as
Ω
δ,(j)
k→s =
[
(Ω
(j)
→n,k)
−1 +Ξ(i) − (C(is)s→k)−1
]−1
,
µ
δ,(j)
k→s = Ω
δ,(j)
k→s
[
(Ω
(j)
→n,k)
−1µ
(j)
→n,k + ξ
(i) − e˜(is)s→k
]
,
ω
δ,(j)
k→s = ω
(j)
→n,k exp
(
ξ(i) − 1
2
(
µ
(j)
→n,k
)T (
Ω
(j)
→n,k
)−1
µ
(j)
→n,k
)
× exp
(
1
2
(µ
δ,(j)
k→s)
T (Ω
δ,(j)
k→s)
−1µ
δ,(j)
k→s − c(is)s→k
)√
det(Ω
δ,(j)
k→s
)
det(Ω
(j)
→n,k
)
.
Note that the expressions above are analogous to the GM
parameters for b(xk, 1) in (43)-(45). The only difference being
the absence of the terms (41) corresponding to γsk(xk, 1) After
the T iterations of Algorithm 3, the Gaussian components
with highest distinct weights ω
δ,(j)
k→s are retained to form an
approximation of δsk(xk, 1) while δ
s
k(xk, 0) is obtained as
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b(xk, 0)/η
s
k(0). This procedure allows for the local compu-
tation of an approximate GM representation for δsk(xk, rk)
without additional network consensus operations.
V. DECENTRALIZED GAUSSIAN SCS-MTT FILTER
A special case of the GM SCS-MTT filter of the previous
section is obtained when all the agent and target densities are
represented as single Gaussians. Single Gaussian expressions
for the messages exchanged by the SCS-MTT filter can be
obtained by specializing the expressions in Section IV. How-
ever, due to the measurement-to-target association uncertainty
(see assumption (A8) of Section II-B and the summation over
m in (17), (20)), the agent and target beliefs become GMs
even if their predicted messages are single Gaussians. The
Probabilistic Data Association filter [12], addresses this by
performing a single Gaussian approximation of the resulting
GM via first and second order moment matching. This is
applied straightforwardly to the case of the agent beliefs bs(·)
and their extrinsic information θsk(·) as their GM computation
is done locally as shown in Section IV-B.
The DG-SCS-MTT filter achieves a single Gaussian
representation of the target beliefs with a lower com-
munication load than the Hogwild! Gibbs of Algorithm
3. Suppose bs(xk, 1) ,
S
√
α→n(xk, 1)γ
s
k(xk, 1). Ob-
serve that (21) becomes b(xk, 1) =
∏
s∈S bs(xk, 1). If
α→n(xk, 1) = ckN (xk;m,P) then S
√
α→n(xk, 1) =
c′kN (xk;m, SP) is a scaled Gaussian [43, eq. 36], where
c′k =
S
√
ck
(det(2πSP))1/2
2S
√
det(2πP)
. Furthermore, let γsk(xk, 1) be a GM
of the form (29). Then, a locally computed GM bs(xk, 1) =∑Is
i=1 w
(i)
s N (xk;m(i)s ,P(i)s ) is given as a special case of
(39) with J→n,k = S = 1. The scaled single Gaussian
bˆs(xk, 1) = cˆsN (xk; mˆs, Pˆs) that matches the first and sec-
ond order moments of the GM bs(xk, 1) has parameters [44]
cˆs =
∑Is
i=1
w(i)s , mˆs =
1
cˆs
∑Is
i=1
w(i)s m
(i)
s , (47)
Pˆs =
1
cˆs
∑Is
i=1
w(i)s
[
P(i)s +(m
(i)
s −mˆs)(m(i)s −mˆs)T
]
. (48)
Note that (48) also accounts for the spread of the means
of the initial GM. A global bˆ(xk, 1) = cˆN (xk; mˆ, Pˆ), as
a single Gaussian approximation of b(xk, 1), is obtained
via network (average and max) consensus over the weights
log(cˆ) =
∑S
s=1 log(cˆs), matrices Pˆ
−1 =
∑S
s=1 Pˆ
−1
s and
vectors mˆ = Pˆ
∑S
s=1 Pˆ
−1
s mˆs. The computation of b(xk, 0)
remains unchanged from Section IV-C. In contrast to the
Hogwild! Gibbs of Algorithm 3, the DG-SCS-MTT filter only
performs network consensus once for each PT which involves
an exchange of (Q + DGk)(d
2
t + dt + 2) real values at each
outer-BP loop. Furthermore, we note that computing the local
GM belief bs(·, 1) takes O(Isd3t ) operations; single Gaussian
compression is O(Is→kd
2
t ); and the computations required
for average consensus are O(Qd2t ) (assuming the number of
neighbors of an agent is small compared to Q). Hence, the
overall computational complexity of the DG-SCS-MTT filter
is O(Is→kd
3
t ) for each PT, at each outer loop iteration.
The DG-SCS-MTT filter also achieves a single Gaussian
approximation for the extrinsic information message δsk(·)
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Figure 3: Ground truth trajectories of agents and targets plotted over
time (top), along with the true target cardinality over time (bottom).
The uncertainty in target births is shown as red ellipses that delineate
the area containing 90% of the mass of fb(xn,k).
without the need of additional network consensus operations.
Based on the parameters of b(xk, 1), we evaluate b¬s(xk, 1) ,
cˆ¬sN (xk; mˆ¬s, Pˆ¬s) where the parameters cˆ¬s = cˆ/cˆs,
Pˆ−1¬s = Pˆ
−1 − Pˆ−1s , and mˆ¬s = Pˆ¬s
[
Pˆ−1mˆ− Pˆ−1s mˆs
]
are computed locally. Finally, we evaluate δsk(xk, 1) =
b¬s(xk, 1)
S
√
α(xk, 1), which has a scaled single Gaussian
form, and δsk(xk, 0) = b(xk, 0)/η
s
k(0).
VI. SIMULATION RESULTS
In this section, we numerically evaluate the performance
of our proposed GM-SCS-MTT and G-SCS-MTT filters for
both decentralized and centralized versions. The centralized
GM (CGM-SCS-MTT) version employs the centralized Gibbs
Algorithm 2 for both agent and PT beliefs while the decen-
tralized GM (DGM-SCS-MTT) filter employs the Hogwild!
Gibbs method of Algorithm 3 for PT beliefs. We also consider
a reference method, named here SPAWN, which consists of
the agent self-localization method of [7] followed by the MTT
method of [16]. Centralized GM (CGM-SPAWN) and single
Gaussian (CG-SPAWN) versions of SPAWN are employed,
where the GM product of messages is computed using the
centralized Gibbs Algorithm 2. Figure 3 shows the ground
truth tracks of all the agents and targets, over a span of
50 time steps and the true target cardinality as a function
of time. Our network has two stationary agents (called an-
chors), 6 mobile agents, and a maximum of 10 targets over a
[0, 1500m]× [0, 1500m] region of interest (ROI). Each mobile
agent has a measurement and communication range of 1000m.
The anchors have a communication range of 1000m and a
measurement range of 1500m.
Agent and target state vectors are constructed as x =
[px, py, p˙x, p˙y]
T , where px and py represent the x-y target
coordinates and p˙x and p˙y are its velocity components along
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the two axes. All targets have the same dynamical model
f(xn|xn−1) = N (xn;Bnxn−1,Σn), where the state transi-
tion matrix isBn =
[
I2 TS I2
02 I2
]
with a sampling period of Ts =
1s and 0n and In are the zero and identity matrices of size
n × n. The covariance matrix is Σn = σ2q
[ 0.25T 4SI2 0.5T 3S I2
0.5T 3SI2 T
2
SI2
]
,
with σq = 0.5. Similarly, all agents have the same linear-
Gaussian kinematic model with σq = 0.1. Each agent s, with
coordinates (psx, p
s
y), observes with probability P
s
D a target
with state vector x through a range-bearing model:
zsn =


√
(px − psx)2 + (py − psy)2
tan−1(
py−p
s
y
px−psx
)

+ nsn (49)
where the measurement noise is nsn ∼ N (0,Rn). The same
range-bearing measurement model (with potentially different
parameter values) is employed for inter-agent measurements.
Linearization of the non-linear range-bearing observation
model is performed before applying the GM or Gaussian SCS-
MTT filter. Similar to the extended Kalman filter [35, Ch.
2.1], this is achieved locally at each agent by evaluating the
Jacobian of the transformation (49) at the weighted mean of
the PT prediction message α→n(·). Analogously, the inter-
agent range-bearing measurement model is linearized with the
Jacobian being evaluated at the mean of the agent prediction
message φ→n(·). Birthed PTs are appended to the existing
PTs in the prediction step of the filters. The birth locations
are shown in Figure 3. Unless stated otherwise, the birth
probabilities of existence are set to 0.25, the probability of
target survival Ps = 0.99, the probability of target detection
P sD = 0.95, and the measurement noise covariance Rn =
diag(10, 100). At each frame, the clutter process for agent s
follows a Poisson distribution with rate λs = 25, and the
clutter points are distributed uniformly over the ROI. Target
inference is achieved as indicated in Section III-B. The number
of outer BP iterations is fixed to P = 1, to avoid over-confident
beliefs [18].
In the GM filters, the initial positions of the agents are
modeled using Gaussian mixture densities. More precisely,
each agent track is initialized with 4 equal-weighted GM
components, with means at a distance of Ra = 50m along
the x and y directions, from the position shown in Figure
3. All the 4 GM components have the same covariance
diag(1600, 1600, 40, 40). In the single Gaussian filters, the
mean and covariance of the agent tracks are initialized by the
respective values achieved via moment matching [44]. Target
tracks are initialized with single Gaussian densities in all
filters, with means given by the birth locations and covariance
matrices diag(1600, 1600, 16, 16).
Keeping the agent and target tracks fixed, 100 independent
Monte Carlo (MC) simulation runs are carried out by regener-
ating the measurement sets. In Figures 4, 5, 7, we have plotted:
(i) the average root mean squared errors (RMSE) in the agent
location estimates (averaged across the MC runs and across all
the mobile agents); and, (ii) the average target tracking perfor-
mance via the Optimum Sub-Pattern Assignment (OSPA) error
[45]. The OSPA metric is capable of taking into account errors
in estimating both the number of targets (i.e., cardinality) and
their tracks. The OSPA employs two parameters: cut-off, set
to 20m and order, set to 1. In Figure 6, we have explicitly
plotted the average estimated cardinality over time.
A. SCS-MTT vs SPAWN
In Figure 4, we compare the average agent localization
error, and the average OSPA error for targets, of our approach
(SCS-MTT) against SPAWN. Figure 4a shows the comparison
when the agent and target densities are modeled as Gaussian
mixtures. Figure 4b showcases the same comparison for single
Gaussian densities. Our approach significantly improves the
localization performance by taking into account the contri-
bution of the Λsk messages from the within-range targets to
the agents. This would be especially beneficial for agents
which are not in range of the anchor nodes, and have few
neighboring agents (e.g., agents 1a, 2a). Due to the presence
of anchors, the agent localization improvements of the SCS-
MTT algorithms transpire to a lesser extent into improvements
on target tracking performance. The spikes in OSPA error
correspond to the time instants of target births (t = 5, 10, 20s)
and deaths (t = 40). Note that due to the dynamic nature of
the network (frequent target births and deaths), the localization
performance cannot be expected to converge over time. This
is also evident from the slight increase in the localization error
after t = 40s, in Figures 4 and 5.
Figure 6 shows the true cardinality, the mean estimated
cardinality, and mean ±3× standard deviation curves for the
CGM-SPAWN (Figure 6a), CGM-SCS-MTT (Figure 6b) and
DGM-SCS-MTT (Figure 6c) filters. In all cases, the mean
estimated cardinality is close to the true cardinality with the
CGM-SPAWN filter having higher cardinality variance. Both
the centralized and decentralized GM-SCS-MTT filters have
smaller cardinality variance than CGM-SPAWN, while the
DGM-SCS-MTT filter has a slightly higher variance than the
CGM-SCS-MTT filter. This is attributed to the differences
between the sequential Gibbs and the parallel Hogwild! Gibbs
samplers and to the network consensus process.
B. Single Gaussian vs Gaussian mixture SCS-MTT filters
In Figure 5, we present the performance of the GM-SCS-
MTT, which employs GM representations for both target and
agent beliefs, with respect to the single Gaussian G-SCS-MTT
filter. Figure 5a shows this comparison for the centralized
SCS-MTT filters. Figure 5b showcases the same comparison
for the decentralized SCS-MTT filters. The GM-SCS-MTT
filters exhibit only a slight gain in terms of localization and
tracking performance as compared to the G-SCS-MTT filters.
This is because the agent and target dynamic models, as
discussed in Section IV, are linear with additive Gaussian
noise. Additionally, the considered measurement model is only
moderately nonlinear. Applying our GM-SCS-MTT filter to a
highly nonlinear and/or non-Gaussian setting is one of the
directions we wish to pursue in a subsequent study.
C. Centralized vs decentralized Gaussian mixture
In Figure 7, we compare the performance of the central-
ized (CGM-SCS-MTT) and decentralized (DGM-SCS-MTT)
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Figure 4: Comparison of the average agent RMSE and target OSPA error for SPAWN and the proposed SCS-MTT filter.
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Figure 6: Comparison of cardinality estimates for the different GM filters.
filters. The decentralized method achieves performance similar
to the centralized filter, given a sufficient number of consensus
iterations Q. Compared to the centralized approach, the de-
centralized approach does not have to rely on a central fusion
center and is scalable with the number of sensors. We have
plotted the average localization and tracking error for different
values of Q. For Q = 50, the DGM filter performance is
almost identical to the CGM filter. For small Q, since the
network is sparsely connected (some agents have only one
neighboring agent), the target belief product of (39)-(40) is
not accurately evaluated. This leads to poor tracking of targets
which subsequently leads to poor localization of agents, due to
the interdependence of localization and tracking for SCS-MTT
algorithms. Similar results and conclusions hold for the single
Gaussian case, which is omitted due to space constraints.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed a novel decentralized method
for simultaneous agent localization and multi-target tracking,
for an unknown number of targets, under measurement-origin
uncertainty. We proposed decentralized single-Gaussian as
well as Gaussian-mixture implementations for our proposed
filter. The two cases capture the trade-off between compu-
tational and communication efficiency (single Gaussian) and
modeling accuracy (Gaussian mixtures). For the Gaussian-
mixture case, we proposed a novel decentralized Gibbs method
for efficiently computing products of Gaussian mixtures. We
have demonstrated the robustness of our approach in a chal-
lenging range-bearing measurement model, which showcases
the improved performance of the proposed methods with
respect to the SPAWN method that performs agent localization
and target tracking separately.
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